Grad Student Papers and Conferences

Fall 2012

Patrick Rooney
American Catholic Philosophical Association 2012 Meeting
“Duns Scotus on the Elements and Organs in a Mixed Body”

Ryann Craig
Society of Biblical Literature
Attendance

Neil Patrick Sloan
Vatican II: Teaching and Understanding the Council after 50 Years
“The Ecclesial Status of Mixed Marriages: Domestic Church, Divided Church, or Para-Church Reality?”

John Meinert
The First Annual Graduate Student Conference on “The Theology of St. Thomas Aquinas”
“Are the Saints Stoics? Aquinas on Sufficiency of Supernatural Virtue

Joseph Forte
International Plato Society Regional Meeting
“Explaining Hope in Plato’s Philebus”

Edward Trendowski
Fruits and Future of Vatican II
“Theological Ministry since Vatican II: Theologians and Bishops in Dialogue”

Timothy Pineau
27th Annual Conference of the Association for Applied Sport Psychology
“Running Performance and Disordered Eating: Implications for Mindfulness Interventions with Athletes”

Kendra Seaman
Neuroscience 2012
“Effect of Structure on Acquisition of Cue-Target Relationships in a Four-Choice Prediction Task”

Matthew Minerd
36th Annual American Maritain Association International Conference: Art and Faith
“Hovering Angels: Poetic Intuition and Knowledge of Singular Existents”

Marc DelMonico
Vatican II for the Next Generation
Attendance

Rev. Matthew H. Frisoni
The 74th Annual Convention of the Canon Law Society of America
Attendance

Seth Kiser
Society for Neuroscience 2012 Annual Conference
“The N400 Predicts Response Predictability in an Implicit Sequence Learning Task”

Brieanne Kohrt
International Study for Traumatic Stress Studies
“Urbanization Stress, Complex Trauma, and Maternal Mental Health Among Urban Migrant Women in Peru”

Alison Newcomer
National Network of Depression Centers 2012 Annual Conference
“First and Second Grade Peer Reports of Social Preference and Risk for Suicide Attempt by Young Adulthood”

Lindsay McAnulty
Religious Education Association Annual Meeting
“Jesuit Education: A Catalyst for Social Change in America”

Emily Andrews
AAA Annual Meeting
“Meeting “The Internet:” Life-cycles of Personal Bloggers”

Nathan LaMontagne
Society of Biblical Literature
Attendance

Noah Jampol
Worlds Out of Joint: Re-imagining Philip K Dick; First International Philip K Dick Conference Dortmund
“Narrative Techniques and Plots in Philip K Dick’s The Man in the High Castle”

William Fullilove
Society of Biblical Literature
Attendance

Kevin Hensler
Society of Biblical Literature
Attendance
Thaddeus Winker
   Society of Biblical Literature
   Attendance

Dana Christensen
   Society of Biblical Literature
   Attendance

Mehmet Salih Sayilgan
   The American Academy of Religion
   “The Quran Commentaries in the Medris Curriculums…”

Lucas Sousa de Oliveira
   2012 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics
   “A Fast Eye Localization and Verification Method to Improve Face Matching in Surveillance Videos”

Aaron Gies
   Christian Theology and the Bible

   Spring 2013

Eleanor Lambert
   MLA Annual Meeting
   Attendance

Paul Brazinski
   Archaeological Institute of America Annual Conference
   “The Monzza and Bobbio Ampullae: Ampullae Classification, New Chronology, Identity, and Nationalism”

Jon Douglas Anderson
   Revisiting Vatican II – 50 Years of Renewal
   “Unless the LORD Build the House” Sacrosanctum Concilium and the Inculturation of Indian Catholic Architecture: An Historical and Hermeneutical Assessment”